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A NOTE ON REGULAR METHODS OF

SUMMABILITY AND THE BANACH-SAKS   PROPERTY

P. ERDOS AND M. MAGIDOR

Abstract. Using the Galvin-Prikry partition theorem from set theory it is

proved that every bounded sequence in a Banach space has a subsequence

such that either every subsequence of which is summable or no subsequence

of which is summable.

The infinite matrix [aiAea eu (co is the set of natural numbers) is called a

regular method of summability if given a sequence (e,),-eu of elements of a

Banach space B, converging in norm to e, then the sequence e\ = 2,°Lo auej

converges also to e. The sequence <£,),• gu is called summable with respect to

(fli/)iEuj€u ^ e'i = 2,°lo aijej converges in norm. (See [2, p. 75] for reference.)

It is well known [2] that <a,-.),eu ,eu is a regular method of summability if and

only if

(a) l.u.b. 2,=0 KI < M < oo,

(b) lim,.^ atj = 0 for every/

(c) lim,.^ 2,"0 aij = 1-

In this note we prove:

Theorem. Let (e;)jEu be a bounded sequence of elements in a Banach space

B, and («,>),eu,eu a regular method of summability; then there exists a

subsequence of <e,.>,eu, <eik\Bu such that:

(a) every subsequence of iei }kGo> is summable with respect to (flij)j^w ,ew,

each being summed to the same limit; or

(b) no subsequence of\ei }keu> is summable with respect to \fl,y),eu>,ew

Proof. Let P(u) be the set of all infinite subsets of co. There exists a natural

topology on fi(co) generated by the subbasis [An}nEu U {Bn}neu where

An = {p|p G P(co),n E p),    Bn = [p\p E P(w),n E p).

Define a partition of P(u) into two Borel sets:

A = {p\(ei)iep is summable w.r.t. <a,y>/eWij,ew},

B = P(u) - A
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((e,),^   is the subsequence of (e,),ec0 obtained by enumerating e, for i G pin

the natural order of the /"s).

We prove that A is a Borel subset of /'(co). Let

r     I  oo oo

Be,m,n =  IPl     .2   «„/ " % ~  .2   amj%    < £
V     lly = 0 '      y = 0 '

where fcy is a monotone enumeration of p \.

Bemnis open in our topology on /"(co), because if p G Bemn, pick e' such that

00

2 amjekj - 2 aB7e^    < e' < e.

Let J be large enough such that

T(2y|%|  +   .2   \°nj\)<-^-

where Tis a bound for ||e(.||. (J exists because (atj),eu ,e<0 is a regular method

of summability.)

The set C = {?|<? G /'(co),? n {/|/ < J) = /> n {/|/ < 7}} is an open sub-

set of /'(co). p G C and C C /?E m „. This last inclusion is true since if q

G C and / is a monotone enumeration of q, then / = k for / < J. Hence,

00 00

7—1 7—1 I   00 00 II

< ^am]eh-^anjeh   +|| £ a^e, - % anjetj||

/—I 7—1 |       / oo oo        \

oo oo II oo oo e — e'

< .2 amjekj - 2Q anjekj|| +|| ^ %% - J^ a^|| + -^

< e' + T ■ ( 2 l%l + .2 k,l J + -5-

<£' + (£- £')/2 + (e - £')/2 = e-

Thus every element of Bemn has an open neighborhood included in Bcmn.

Hence Bemn is open.

The set A is f\ U^ (Amn>NBykmn. iA is the set of those p such that

2j*Ln aiyeJt- is a Cauchy sequence if k} is a monotone enumeration of p.) By a

theorem of F. Galvin and K. Prikry [3] there is q G /'(co) such that either

(I) for every t Q q, t G P(u>) => t G A, or

(II) for every t Q q, t G /'(co) => r G B.

For the sequence <e,),e„ either (b) holds (in case (II)) or in case (I) we shall

indicate how to pick a subsequence of it for which (a) holds. If we assume that

(I) holds, then every subsequence of <e,-),-e~ is summable to a limit which lies
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in the subspace spanned by <<?,>, e<?. Call it B', which is of course separable.

For every n E w, n ¥= 0, let {A^m E co} be a family of open balls of radius

l/n covering B'. By induction we get a sequence • • • Q q\ Q q\ Q q\ Q q

such that either (A) every subsequence of (e,->/e , is summable to a limit in Axk

or (B) every subsequence of <£,->,■ e.i is summable to a limit which is outside

Ak. (We can get the qk + x from qk by again using the Galvin-Prikry result,

noting as before that the partition of Pa(qk) is Borel.) Clearly for some kx we

get (A) to hold. Let qx be elements of the diagonal sequence of the natural

enumerations of q^ Now get • • • C q\ C q2 C q^ such that either (A):

every subsequence of <e,->(-e 2 is summable to a limit in A2, or (B): every

subsequence of <e,>,eq|is summable to a limit outside A2k. Again we get k2

for which (A) holds, q2^, qx, etc., and kx, k2, k3, ... are defined as before.

Let t be the set of elements of the diagonal sequence of the sequence generated

by the q^. Every subsequence of <<?,>,<=, is summable to a limit which is in

A"k , for every n hence to a limit in Ank which contains at most one point.

Hence the sequence <£,),■ E, satisfies (a).

Remarks. (1) By using the theorem countably many times (using the fact

that finitely many changes in a sequence do not influence its summability), we

can get the conclusion to hold simultaneously for a countable sequence of

regular summability methods such that the limit for those of them for which

(I) holds is the same.

(2) A Banach space is said to have the Banach-Saks property with respect

to the regular method of summability (a, ),Gu if every bounded sequence has

a summable subsequence. (See [1]. The problem solved by this note is due to

Louis Sucheston.) As a corollary to the theorem we get: If B has the Banach-

Saks property with respect to the regular method of summability (a,y),eu,;eu,

then every bounded sequence has a subsequence such that each of its

subsequences is summable with respect to (<Oiew ,-6w-
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